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Quasiparticle tunneling measurements of the high-temperature superconductors HgBa2Can21CunO2n121d

(Hg-12(n21)n,n51,2,3) are considered in the context ofdx22y2 symmetry of the superconducting order
parameter and a two-dimensional~2D! van Hove singularity~vHs! related to saddle points in the electronic
band structure. Normal-metal–insulator–superconductor tunneling spectra taken at 4.2 K with a scanning
tunneling microscope on Hg-1212c-axis epitaxial films, as well as on Hg-1201 and Hg-1223 polycrystalline
samples, show distinct gap characteristics which cannot be easily reconciled with the simples-wave BCS
density of states. The data are analyzed with the nodald-wave gap functionDk5D0(coskx2cosky)/2 and the
2D tight-binding electronic dispersionjk522t(coskx1cosky)14t8(coskx cosky)2m, using the quasiparticle
tunneling formalism for elastic and specular transmission. The analysis indicates a highly directional and
energy-dependent spectral weighting, related to the gap anisotropy and band-structure dependence of the
tunneling matrix elementuTu2, and successfully explains the observed gap spectra. Values for thed-wave gap
maximum are determined to beD0'33, 50, and 75 meV, respectively, for optimally doped Hg-1201, Hg-1212,
and Hg-1223, corresponding to reduced-gap ratios of 2D0 /kBTc'7.9, 9.5, and 13. These ratios are substan-
tially larger than the BCS weak-coupling limit of 3.54. A comparison with data from other high-Tc cuprates
indicates an overall trend of 2D0 /kBTc rising with Tc , in violation of BCS universality.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tunneling spectroscopy has traditionally been import
to the study of superconductivity, providing a sensitive pro
of the BCS quasiparticle density of states~DOS! and thus a
direct measurement of the superconducting energy gapD.1

For the high-Tc cuprates however, now a decade after th
initial discovery,2,3 quasiparticle tunneling is still not wel
understood. Experimentally, a remarkable variety of tunn
ing spectra has been reported,4–6 generally deviating from
ideal BCS behavior and showing large energy ga
(2D/kBTc.3.54). Spectral anomalies such as suppresse
enhanced gap singularities, quasilinear conductance b
ground, zero-bias conductance peak, and asymmetry ten
complicate spectral analysis and introduce uncertainty in
gap determination. There is currently no theoretical cons
sus on this problem. Some workers have considered spe
contributions from extrinsic causes such as chemical in
mogeneity, low barrier heights,7 and single-electron chargin
570163-1829/98/57~6!/3650~13!/$15.00
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of the junction,8 in an effort to extract the quasiparticle DO
and to deduceD. Others have focused on more intrinsic e
planations such as interlayer coupling,9,10 inelastic scattering
by spin-fluctuations, and non-Fermi liquid phenomen
logy,11–16 seeking to relate the tunneling anomalies to p
sible mechanisms responsible for high-Tc superconductivity.
Each of the models tends to be specialized to explain on
another of the tunneling anomalies without providing an u
fying picture.

A successful theory of quasiparticle tunneling for t
high-Tc cuprates should be able to reconcile the dispar
spectral behaviors with well-established model assumptio
The d-wave two-dimensional~2D! van Hove scenario pro
vides a very viable model for comparison. First, there is n
ample reason to believe that most of the high-Tc cuprates
haved-wave pairing symmetry. Recent experiments, parti
larly the observation of half flux quantum attributed to neg
tive Josephson coupling acrossp junctions in a tricrystal
ring,17 indicate that the superconducting order parame
3650 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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changes sign along thekx56ky directions in theab plane,
consistent with thedx22y2 pairing symmetry endorsed b
most of the current microscopic theories.18 Second, there is
much direct evidence, from high-resolution angle-resolv
photoemission~ARPES! measurements19–21 and corroborat-
ing band structure calculations,22 that most of the high-Tc
cuprates have a quasi-2D electronic dispersion with sa
points near the Fermi surface atX5(6p,0) and Y5(0,
6p) corresponding to a logarithmic van Hove singular
~vHs! in the normal-state DOS. It is natural to consid
whether this combination of pairing symmetry and ba
structure could explain the tunneling characteristics
served, both as a consistency check and to enable pr
spectral analysis.

Quasiparticle tunneling in the context ofd-wave pairing
symmetry has been considered previously,23–28 but never
properly taking into account the characteristic band struc
of the cuprates. The standard approach is to calculate
quasiparticle DOS for direct comparison to the tunnel
conductance. The matrix elementuTu2 for tunnelinginto the
cuprate is typically treated as energy independent, isotro
and nonvanishing only in theab plane or it is simplified by
assuming a narrow tunneling cone which provides high
rectional selectivity and by invoking the Wentzel-Krame
Brillouin ~WKB! approximation which neglects wave vect
matching in the barrier transmission.29,30 These simplifica-
tions are usually made to facilitate model calculations. Ho
ever, it is not obvious that the tunneling cone argument
the WKB approximation are insensitive to band-structure
isotropy, or valid in the presence of saddle points. Nor
there reasona priori to neglect the probability for tunneling
perpendicularlyinto the ab plane simply because of the low
c-axis dispersion. It is important to consideruTu2 explicitly,
in order to relate the calculated quasiparticle DOS to
conductance spectra observed.

The mercury-based cuprates HgBa2Can21CunO2n121d
@Hg-12(n21)n# offer an attractive system to study th
problem.31–33 Consisting essentially of conducting (CuO2)n
stacks separated by insulating BaO-Hg-BaO perovs
blocks, the Hg cuprates are an exemplary quasi-2D sys
with tetragonal symmetry, very low lattice distortion, an
exhibiting very highTc . Band-structure calculations hav
indicated a characteristic cross-shaped Fermi surface w
lies close to saddle points in a generic 2D dispersion ass
ated with the (CuO2)n layers, at least for Hg-1212 an
Hg-1223.34 Normal-state transport measurements have p
vided corroborating evidence for this picture, showing
highly 2D electrical resistivity (rc@rab) and such character
istic anomalies as linear temperature dependence of the
plane resistivity (rab}T), non-Drude temperature depe
dence of the Hall angle (cotuH}T2), pressure dependence
Tc and doping-sensitive thermopower,35,36all of which could
be regarded as generic effects of the band structure.22,37–40

Preliminary tricrystal experiments on the Hg-1212 films ha
also demonstrated the signature ofd-wave pairing
symmetry.17 These results strongly suggest that the Hg
prates can be modeled in the combinedd-wave 2D van Hove
scenario.

Mixed tunneling data have been reported on the Hg
prates so far. Chenet al. observed BCS-like spectra wit
near-BCS gap values in polycrystalline Hg-1201 by poi
d
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contact spectroscopy.41 Jeonget al., observed two types o
spectra, one BCS-like with a large gap and the other show
heavily smeared double-gap features, in polycrystalline H
1223 by scanning tunneling spectroscopy~STS!.42 Rossel
et al. also observed smeared gap spectra by STS in me
polycrystalline Hg-1223, but enhanced-peak spectra w
very large gap values in single crystals of Pb-dop
Hg-1234.43 Differences in sample quality and measureme
technique could have contributed to this spectral variety
each case a specific set of model assumptions was use
analyze the data, but entirely within the conventional fram
work of ans-wave energy gap and without consideration
the band structure.

This paper presents tunneling measurements by scan
tunneling spectroscopy on epitaxial films of Hg-1212 a
polycrystalline samples of Hg-1201 and Hg-1223. The H
1212 data is, as far as we know, the first of its kind, and
the tunneling spectra were taken with the same measurem
technique. The spectra show distinctively non-BCS gap
haviors which cannot be easily reconciled with the stand
s-wave model. We explain the data by explicitly consideri
quasiparticle tunneling in thed-wave 2D van Hove scenario
using a traditional planar-junction formalism for elastic a
specular transmission. Model calculations based on these
neric assumptions reveal a profoundly directional a
energy-dependent spectral weighting due to the gap an
ropy andk dependence of the matrix elementuTu2. Tunnel-
ing across ac-axis junction is shown to cause spectral e
hancement, while tunneling across ana-axis junction leads
to spectral suppression and thereby a quasilinear spe
background. Simple superposition of these two model ca
enables an interpretation of our data. The analysis indic
very large values for thed-wave energy-gap maximum:D0
'33, 50, and 75 meV for optimally doped Hg-1201, H
1212, and Hg-1223, respectively, corresponding to reduc
gap ratios of 2D0 /kBTc'7.9, 9.5, and 13. These larg
reduced-gap ratios deviate markedly from BCS universal
and suggest an overall trend of 2D0 /kBTc rising with Tc
among the cuprates.

The experimental procedure is described in Sec. II. T
spectroscopy data is presented in Sec. III, then analyze
Sec. IV. The fulld-wave 2D van Hove model for quasipa
ticle tunneling is given in Sec. V, along with model calcul
tions simulating various junction orientations. The simu
tions are used to interpret the data and determine thed-wave
gap values in Sec. VI.

II. EXPERIMENT

Samples of optimally doped Hg-1201, Hg-1212, and H
1223 were used in our experiment. Epitaxialc-axis films of
Hg-1212 were made by pulsed laser-ablated deposition
~100! SrTiO3 substrates,44 showing sharp resistive and dia
magnetic transitions at;123 K, with zero resistivity at
;122 K and a room temperature resistivity
;400mV cm. Polycrystalline samples of Hg-1201 and H
1223 were synthesized by a controlled vapor/solid reac
technique,33 showing similarly sharpTc’s at ;97 and
;135 K, respectively, with room-temperature resistiviti
;20 mV cm. X-Ray diffraction verified all the samples t
be single-phase and the film samples to be have high c
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talline alignment. Tunneling spectroscopy was perform
with a cryogenic scanning tunneling microscope~STM! at
4.2 K in ;1 mTorr of helium exchange gas, using a platinu
tip as counter-electrode. Details of the STM is publish
elsewhere.45 To prevent surface degradation by the atm
sphere, each sample was kept under dry argon prior to b
loaded for measurement. Stable tunneling junctions w
formed between the voltage-biased sample and piezo-dr
tip in constant-current feedback mode. Current vs volta
I -V spectra were taken by momentarily disabling the ST
feedback at a fixed spot on a sample and rapidly swee
the voltage (;1 mV/0.1 ms) while measuring the curren
This process was repeated 256 times in rapid successio
average theI -V data. ConductancedI/dV spectra were ex-
tracted by numerically differentiating theI -V spectra.
Constant-current topography was attempted but did not
duce meaningful images. The scanning capability did all
spectroscopy to be performed over large areas (;1
31 mm2) as a check of spectral reproducibility. Junctio
quality was monitored by checking the effective barr
height f ~in eV! according to the standard relationI
}e2Afs between piezo displacements ~in Å! and tunneling
current. Very low values forf (;1 meV) were typically
observed, indicating tip-sample contact and the existenc
a dead layer acting as tunnel barrier. Large valuesf
;2.5 eV) were occasionally observed, as instances of id
‘‘vacuum-gap’’ junction. No correlation was noticed be
tween the apparent junction quality and spectral behav
All the spectra presented here were taken on lo
transmission junctions~;10 to 100 MV!, i.e., well in the
normal-metal–insulator–superconductor~NIS! Giaever tun-
neling regime where NS Andreev reflection probability
low.46

III. SPECTROSCOPY DATA

ConductancedI/dV spectra showing distinct gap featur
were observed. Representative spectra of this kind are sh
in Figs. 1~a!, 1~b!, and 1~c! for Hg-1201, Hg-1212, and Hg
1223, respectively, with the insets displaying the curre
voltageI -V characteristics. These spectra were reproduc
over large areas (;0.130.1mm2) in each sample, and in
sensitive to either the tunneling distance~for vacuum-gap
junctions! or tip pressure~for contact junctions! as controlled
by the feedback current. Pronounced spectral peaks appe
;633, 650, and675 meV, respectively for Hg-1201, Hg
1212, and Hg-1223. The peak shapes are fairly broad
symmetric, and the peak heights are generally asymme
about zero-bias, except for Hg-1201. A small zero-bias c
ductance~,10% of peak height! is present, and the midga
behavior shows some variation, being more rounded for
Hg-1212 films and sharper for Hg-1223. Quasilinear ba
grounds exist in all the spectra and are generally asymm
in slope about zero bias, again with the exception of H
1201. Apart from the quasilinear background, these spe
look very similar to thec-axis STM spectra taken o
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d ~BSCCO! crystals by Renneret al.47 and
by Boon et al.48 In our spectra, small high-voltage kin
structures are visible for Hg-1201, and a dip structure is v
ible for Hg-1223 just above the gap on the negative-b
side. An analysis of these above-gap structures is beyond
d
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scope of this paper. However, it is noteworthy that the
structure has also been observed in tunneling and ARP
spectra on BSCCO and attributed to quasiparticle retarda
in the context ofd-wave pairing symmetry.49

For the polycrystalline samples, two other types of spec
were also observed. The first type shows a pronounced z
bias conductance peak~ZBCP!. A typical example, taken on
Hg-1201, is given in Fig. 2. Such spectra have often be
observed in the high-Tc cuprates, particularly on$110% tunnel
junctions, i.e., with the junction oriented normal to akx5
6ky crystalline axis in theab plane.50 The ZBCP has been
attributed to midgap surface states on a junction orien

FIG. 1. Tunneling conductance spectra showing distinct gap
tures, taken at 4.2 K with a Pt tip by STM:~a! polycrystalline
Hg-1201, withTc'97 K; ~b! epitaxialc-axis film of Hg-1212, with
Tc'123 K; ~c! polycrystalline Hg-1223, withTc'135 K. The in-
sets display the corresponding current-voltage characteristics.
voltage corresponds to bias of the sample relative to the tip.
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along or near a gap-node axis of ad-wave superconductor
and could thus be considered a signature ofdx22y2 order
parameter symmetry as well as other symmetries with ph
sign changes.51–54This issue will be discussed in Sec. V. Th
other type of spectra shows heavily suppressed gap feat
A typical example, taken on Hg-1223, is given in Fig.
Such suppressed-peak spectra are commonly observed
high-Tc cuprates.4–6 The absence of clear gap peaks, toget
with steep quasilinear background and smeared subgap
havior, can be regarded as generic anomalies which ten
complicate spectral analysis. Several groups have inve
gated the quasilinear conductance background. Hartgeet al.,
for example, have offered an explanation of the backgro
in terms of out-of-plane tunneling.16 However, even if the
background were subtracted out or normalized away, sm
ing parameters much larger than the thermal broadenin
4.2 K would still be needed to fit the BCS density of stat
thus making the gap determination highly uncertain. Kirtl
has addressed this issue by weighting the BCS densit
states N(E,D)5E/AE22D2 with a Gaussian gap
distribution,7 to account for the possibility of chemical inho
mogeneity of the tunneling surface. An alternative mec
nism for the spectral smearing was proposed by van Ben

FIG. 2. Example of tunneling spectra showing zero-bias cond
tance peak~ZBCP!, taken with a Pt tip at 4.2 K on polycrystallin
Hg-1201 (Tc'97 K). The main plot displays the conductance da
and the inset gives the corresponding current-voltage character

FIG. 3. Example of tunneling spectra showing suppressed
features, taken at 4.2 K with a Pt tip on polycrystalline Hg-12
(Tc'135 K). The main plot displays the conductance data, and
inset gives the corresponding current-voltage characteristic.
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et al.,8 by considering energy-fluctuation effects associa
with tip-sample charging through single-electro
tunneling.55–57 Although plausible, the Gaussian distributio
and charge-fluctuation models can only account for p
suppression and not at all for peak enhancement. As wil
shown in Sec. V, a combined consideration of the ba
structure and gap symmetry can explain both types of sp
tral behavior rather naturally. In the following section~Sec.
IV !, exclusive focus will be given to the enhanced-pe
spectra~Fig. 1! which are more amenable to spectral analy
and gap determination.

IV. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

s-wave. Conventional analysis of quasiparticle tunnelin
between a metal electrode and a superconductor relies o
Giaever expression for normalized conductance58

~dI/dV!s

~dI/dV!n
5E

2`

`

Ns~E!
2]F~E1eV!

]~eV!
dE, ~1!

where the subscriptss and n denote superconducting sta
and normal state in the superconductor,E is the quasiparticle
energy defined relative to the Fermi level,F(E)5@1
1exp(E/kBT)#21 is the Fermi function, and the BCS quas
particle density of states is written in the Dynes form59

Ns~E!5Re@ uE2 iGu/A~E2 iG!22D2#, ~2!

with G as a smearing parameter to account for quasipart
lifetime. Note that this expression presupposes ans-wave
energy gapD and is completely insensitive to band structu
The superconductor is implicitly assumed to be an isotro
metal with simple dispersion, thus allowing the tunneli
transition probabilityuTu2 to be factored out of the integral a
a constant within the domain of interest and normaliz
away.

An attempt was made to fit this model to the measu
dI/dV spectra shown in Fig. 1. The normal-state cond
tance (dI/dV)n was estimated by interpolating the spect
background with polynomial regression. The Fermi functi
was set to T54.2 K which provided negligible
(;1.3 meV) thermal smearing. Fitting results from the da
for Hg-1201 are presented as an example in Fig. 4~a!. The
data is given by the crosses and the fits indicated by lin
Only the positive-bias branch is shown for the sake of cl
ity. Despite the well-developed gap features and the adj
able smearing parameter, spectral agreement between
and model is poor. Peak height and gap bottom could
both be satisfied with a single choice ofG. As shown by the
two trial fits in Fig. 4~a!, the model curve is either too
‘‘short’’ or too ‘‘low’’ and inevitably lopsided. This di-
lemma was also encountered by Renneret al.47 and by Boon
et al.48 in their analysis ofc-axis tunneling data taken o
cold-cleaved BSCCO crystals. The measured peak-shap
clearly more symmetric than the form ofNs(E) would allow.

It is important to note that since the BCS square-root s
gularities are asymptotic in form, they tend to broaden asy
metrically about6D with the energy-smearing associate
with iG and shift the spectral peaks outwards. The sa

c-
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argument would also apply to either thermal, Gaussian
charge-fluctuation broadening. If the smearing is large,
shift can amount to a sizable discrepancy between the ap
ent peak position and the fitting parameterD. G/D ratios as
large as;50% have been reported in some instances, m
ing the gap determination highly uncertain.4–6 In our fitting
of the Hg-1201 data,D can range anywhere between 22 a
33 meV, the former requiring a large lifetime parame
G/D'25%. This large margin of uncertainty indicates a fu
damental incompatibility between our data and thes-wave
model.

Simple d wave. A simple d-wave fit was also attempted
using a heuristic model given by Won and Maki.60 This
model assumes the tunneling to sample uniformly all dir

FIG. 4. Fitting results of the normalized Hg-1201 data from F
1~a!. Only the positive-bias branch is shown for comparison, w
the data given by the cross-symbols.~a! s-wave model, using the
BCS density of statesNs5E/AE22D2 with lifetime broadeningG
as an adjustable parameter. Peak height and gap bottom coul
both be satisfied with a single choice ofG. The fit is either too
‘‘short’’ ~solid curve! or too ‘‘low’’ ~dotted curve! and inevitably
‘‘lopsided,’’ demonstrating the incompatibility ofNs with the data.
~b! d-wave models: dotted curve represents the simple an
averagedNs , using the simplified gap functionD5D0 cos(2w);
solid curve represents the vHs-enhancedd-wave quasiparticle DOS
using the gap functionDk5D0(coskx2cosky)/2 and the dispersion
«k522t(coskx1cosky). Good spectral agreement between t
data and the latterd-wave model demonstrates the importance
the band structure.
r
is
ar-

k-

r
-

-

tions in theab plane, by angle averaging the quasipartic
DOS Ns(E,D) with a simplified d-wave energy-gap func
tion,

D~k!5D0 cos~2w!, ~3!

whereD0 is the gap maximum andw is the polar angle ink
space. The averaging scheme is plausible for a junction w
large contact area and nonuniform orientation, but invaria
neglects the band structure by normalizing away the tun
ing matrix elementuTu2. The nodal gap function provides
distribution of gap values which effectively broadens the g
singularity. This implies a peak shape which is more sy
metric than thes wave model and in principle more compa
ible with the data. Typical results of the fit are shown
dashed curves in Fig. 4~b!, again using the Hg-1201 data a
an illustrative example. Although relying less on lifetim
smearing (G/D0'7%) than thes-wave fit to accommodate
the subgap behavior, the simpled-wave fit is also poor. The
nodald-wave symmetry effectively shifts much of the spe
tral weight inward, but at the expense of the peak heig
This basic inadequacy suggests that the quasiparticle D
assumed by thisd-wave model is still too simple.

vHs-enhanced d wave. Next we consider how the ban
structure alters thed-wave quasiparticle DOS. A convenien
expression for calculating the quasiparticle DOS at zero te
perature is

Ns~E!5(
k

d~E2Ajk
21Dk

2!, ~4!

whereDk is the superconducting energy gap andjk is the
normal-state energy dispersion defined relative to the Fe
level. For the high-Tc cuprates, it is justified on both theo
retical and experimental grounds17–22 to assume

Dk5D0~coskx2cosky!/2 ~5!

for a dx22y2 pairing symmetry, and to use the 2D tigh
binding dispersion

jk522t~coskx1cosky!14t8~coskx cosky!2m ~6!

to model the Cu-O square lattice, where the pairing inter
tion is presumably located. Herem is the Fermi energy,
while t and t8 represent the nearest-neighbor and ne
nearest-neighbor overlap integrals. The presence of sa
points atX andY in the Brillouin zone~BZ! gives rise to a
logarithmic singularity~the 2D vHs! near the Fermi level,
and the next-nearest-neighbor termt8 has the effect of denes
ting the FS from half filling.

The main effect of the vHs on the quasiparticle DOS is
enhance the height of the gap singularity, which is broade
by the d-wave gap anisotropy. Intuitively speaking, as t
energy gap opens up about the vHs, more states must
pile up on the gap edges than for a flat energy band. T
enhancement mostly affects states near the saddle po
where heightened DOS (;]k/]j→`) coincides with
maxima in thed-wave gap distribution. The larger gap
values receive heavier spectral weighting in summing o
the BZ, leading to a peak shape which is a convolution of
BCS square-root singularity and the logarithmic van Ho
singularity. The vHs-enhancedd-wave peak is both broade
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than thes-wave peak and taller than the simpled-wave peak,
exactly as required to fit our data. To demonstrate this,
background-normalized Hg-1201 data was fitted to the v
enhancedd-wave DOS, using Eq.~4! with the band-structure
parameterst5185 meV andm50.5 eV, thed function rep-
resented by a Lorentzian of widthG and the energyE re-
placed by the voltageV. Here, the band asymmetry is im
plicitly ignored by setting t850 and will be explicitly
considered in Sec. V. A typical fit in arbitrary units is in
cluded as the solid curve in Fig. 4~b!. The spectral agreemen
is quite good, with some minor midgap and above-gap d
crepancies, and a moderate lifetime parameter (G/D0
'12%). It is interesting to note that a similar spectral
semblence was noticed in the analysis ofc-axis STM spectra
taken on BSCCO by Renner and co-workers.47

It should be emphasized here that thequasiparticle den-
sity of statescannot be directly equated with thetunneling
conductance. They are distinct spectra related by the tunn
ing matrix element uTu2 according to the transfer
Hamiltonian formalism.61 In fact, according to the well-
known argument by Harrison,30 any band-structure
information contained in the former is not expected to ca
over to the latter, because of cancellation between the
DOS (;]k/]j) and a group velocity factor (;]j/]k) inher-
ent in uTu2. For our band structure, the vHs which alters t
quasiparticle DOS should in principle be offset by gro
velocity suppression near the saddle points and not sur
the tunneling. Therefore, any manifestation of the vHs in
tunneling spectra needs to rigorously justified. Strictly spe
ing, the cancellation argument is only exact for specular t
neling ~transverse momentum conserved! into an isotropic
material with simple parabolic dispersion, and could bre
down if the junction is diffusive62 or if the band structure is
sufficiently complex.1,30 For the latter case,uTu2 can become
significantly energy andk dependent and no longer remo
able from the tunneling integral. This essentially invalida
the background normalization procedure, making the spec
analysis highly nontrivial. Still, the good spectral agreem
seen in Fig. 4~b! suggests a basic compatibility between t
data and the vHs-enhancedd-wave model. To understan
this we must explicitly consider howuTu2 relates the calcu-
lated quasiparticle DOS with the tunneling conductance
served.

V. QUASIPARTICLE TUNNELING
IN THE d-WAVE 2D VAN HOVE SCENARIO

Model. We start with the general expression for quasip
ticle tunneling across a normal-metal–insulato
superconductor~NIS! junction at zero temperature, derive
from many-body formalism:64

I 562pe(
k•q

uTkqu2@17jk /Ek#d~jq2eV6Ek!

3u~ ueVu2Ek!. ~7!

HereI is the current~per junction area! andV is the voltage,
with the 6 sign indicating its polarity~S relative toN!. The
subscriptsk andq label the wave vectors forS andN. The
step functionu represents the Fermi function at zero te
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perature, and the delta-functiond reflects energy-
conservation~elastic tunneling!. For the superconductor, th
quasiparticle and normal-state dispersionsEk andjk are re-
lated by the gap functionDk according toEk

25jk
21Dk

2.
For the metal electrode, a free-electron dispersionjq
5\2q2/2m is assumed. In the planar-junction approxim
tion, the transmission becomes a one-dimensional prob
~longitudinal alongx̂! with the simple tunneling matrix ele
ment derived from the transfer-Hamiltonian formalism:1

uTkqu25
]jk

]kL

]jq

]qL
D~«L!d~kT2qT!. ~8!

Here, the subscriptsL andT indicate directions longitudina
and transverse to the junction, thed function indicates con-
servation of transverse momentum~specular transmission!,
and the barrier transmission is given by the semiclass
expression1,29

D~«L!5gexpS 22E
0

d

kdxD , ~9!

where the longitudinal energy«L5Ek2\2kT
2/2m according

to the assumptions of elasticity and specularity, andk
5A2m@U(x,V)2«L#/\2 is the wave vector inside the ba
rier of heightU(x,V), thicknessd, and free-electron mas
m. Assuming a square barrier in the low-transmission lim
e22kd!1, the prefactorg can be written as1,30

g5
16qLk2kL

~qL
21k2!~k21kL

2!
~10!

to represent wave vector matching across the NIS junct
These expressions are exact for specular transmission a
a planar junction within the elastic channel. Note that
uTkqu2 is set to unity, Eq.~7! can be differentiated with re
spect to voltage to recover Giaever’s expression for qu
particle DOS @Eq. ~1!#, apart from the 17jk /Ek factor
which is essentially the occupation probability reflecting t
mixed electron/hole character of a quasiparticle.65

In the conventional scenario based on ans-wave energy
gap and free-electron dispersions, the tunneling equatio
simplified in the continuum limit by the following argu
ments.

~1! The group velocity factors eliminate the longitudin
band structures in converting the integrals over longitudi
momenta to integrals over energy; e.g.,]j/]kL cancels with
]kL /]j, which is a Jacobian in the coordinate
transformationdkL→dj.30

~2! The barrier transmission factorD(«L) collapses the
transverse momentum integration by falling off rapidly wi
kT or qT , i.e., narrow tunneling cone, thereby suppress
the transverse band structure.66,67

~3! The wave vector matching prefactorg is set to unity
by invoking the WKB approximation, which is valid fo
junction interfaces sufficiently gradual compared with t
electron wavelength.29,30

~4! The coherence factor 17jk /Ek is set to unity, because
jk /Ek is odd about the Fermi surface, i.e., electron-h
symmetry.

Equation ~7! then becomes I 56C*2`
` dju(ueVu

2E)D(E), where the collapsedkT integral, an uninteresting
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jq integral, and all the numerical factors have been absor
into the constantC. AssumingD(E) to be weak and making
the variable transformationd«→dE, this expression can b
differentiated to recover the conventional expression Eq.~1!
in the zero-temperature limit. Note that the tunnelingdI/dV
spectra here does not measure the superconductor’s no
state DOS, but only the quasiparticle DOSE/AE22D2

which is just the Jacobian]j/]E. This is a well-known re-
alization of the principle that tunneling is insensitive to a
bare DOS based on an independent-particle dispersion,
does directly reveal anydressedDOS ‘‘renormalized’’ by
many-body effects.68

In the d-wave 2D van Hove scenario, this convention
simplification is generally not possible. Each of the last th
arguments can break down as a consequence of the
structure. These possibilities will be discussed in the con
of c-axis tunneling,a-axis tunneling, and band-structur
asymmetry below. As a preliminary remark, it is important
point out that despite a quasi-2D band structure the proba
ity for c-axis tunneling~junction perpendicular to thec axis!
cannot be ignored. This is a natural but counterintuitive c
sequence of the band-structure cancellation argument. Es
tially, since the longitudinal band structure drops out of t
problem, a flatc-axis dispersion cannot suppress tunnel
across ac-axis junction as in a usual transport process, wh
scales inversely with the effective mass. For an open ene
contour such as a cylindrical FS, a lowc-axis group velocity
(;]j/]kL) also implies a large degeneracy of sta
(;]kL /]j), and the two factors would then offset ea
other. This effectively removes the effective mass from
tunneling problem, as is clear from Eq.~7!. Therefore, even
if the c-axis conductivity is low~e.g.,sa /sab;1024 accord-
ing to Ref. 35! c-axis tunneling could still be appreciable
Note that here we are referring to tunnelinginto a 2D system
based on Cu-O planes, and make no assumptions abou
tunnelingbetweenthe planes.

First, it is not difficult to see that the highly idealize
tunneling cone argument breaks down for ac-axis junction
in the 2D scenario. For a simple FS and a square barrie
heightU0 and thicknessd, the transmission probability Eq
~9! can be expanded into a Gaussian,D(«L); exp(2bkT

2),
where b5\d/A2mU0. For typical barrier parameters~d
510 Å, U051 eV! this Gaussian is quite sharp (b'50),
collimating the tunneling within a narrow momentum-co
(Dw'8°) from the junction normal.66,67 In general, how-
ever, the tunneling cone width could vary with local FS cu
vature, depending on howkT relates withkw in the jk con-
tour. For an open energy contour, such as along the axis
cylindrical FS given byjk5(\2/2m)(kx

21ky
2), the radialkT

becomes independent of the azimuthalkw . This is essentially
the geometry for ac-axis junction in our 2D scenario. Th
tunneling cone can be said to ‘‘flatten out,’’ as the longit
dinal energy («L5Ek2\2kT

2/2m) in the barrier and therefore
D(«L) become invariant over a given energy contour, ap
from a small difference betweenEk andjk . Without loss of
generality«L can be set to a constant, makingD(«L) uni-
form in energy. This uniform weighting leads to full surviv
of the transverse band structure through the Jacobian]kT /]j
which, unlike the longitudinal band structure, is not ca
celled by any reciprocal factors in the matrix elementuTu2
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upon integration over energy. The tunneling conducta
dI/dV should therefore be directly proportional to the 2
DOS lying transverse~in the ab plane! to the junction normal
~c axis!. In the literature this corresponds to a well-know
final-state effect, first observed by tunneling into Landau
levels of electronic states localized on a semiconductor
face, which fully manifests the quantized transverse 2D b
structure.1,69,70 In our model case of a 2D superconducto
the vHs-enhanced quasiparticle DOS is expected to show
in c-axis tunneling.

Second, the WKB approximation becomes invalid wh
the energy dispersionjk goes through an extremum along th
direction normal to the tunneling junction.71,72 For the cu-
prates, the situation corresponds toa-axis tunneling~junction
perpendicular to thea axis! in the vicinity of the saddle point
at X. As was shown by van Bentum and Tsuei for the case
a-axis tunneling in the 2D van Hove scenario,73 the longitu-
dinal wave vectorkL is effectively rescaled relative to the B
edge, in accordance with the effective mass method.74 This
rescaling causes the WKB coefficientg to vanish continu-
ously as the BZ edge is approached, i.e.,g→0 as kL→0
according to Eq.~10!, signifying severe wave vector mis
match across the junction and diminished barrier transm
sion. In the WKB picture, a vanishing wave vector represe
an extremely large electron wavelengthl compared with the
length scaledx of the potential jump at the insulator-cupra
interface.29,30The WKB approximation breaks down becau
the gradual-junction criterionl!dx is no longer satisfied.
As will be demonstrated in the simulations below, this brea
down makes the tunneling probability highly energy depe
dent, producing a V-shaped spectral weighting which s
presses the gap singularities and gives rise to a quasili
conductance background~see Fig. 5!.

Finally, the coherence factor 17jk /Ek cannot be ignored
if electron-hole symmetry about the Fermi surface is brok
For our 2D tight-binding band@Eq. ~6!# this happens becaus
the FS is denested from half filling byt8. This asymmetry
corresponds to uneven quasiparticle occupation probab
1
2 @17jk /Ek# above and below the energy gap. In essen
the termjk /Ek is no longer odd ink aboutjk50 and does
not cancel out upon summation@Eq. ~7!# over the entire
band. This vestige of thejk /Ek term is expected to produc
spectral asymmetry about zero bias in tunneling, as imp
by the 7 sign. It could also introduce considerable dire
tional weighting, by virtue of the anisotropies inherent
bothjk andDk . Such a weighting may be quite nontrivial i
the d-wave 2D van Hove scenario, considering for exam
that jk /Ek is unity along the gap nodes but varies with t
energy in the saddle point directions. In our model calcu
tions this anisotropy turns out to be small and only the sp
tral asymmetry is appreciable, although both effects co
become important as the band asymmetry increases
larger t8.

Simulations.To demonstrate quasiparticle tunneling in t
d-wave 2D van Hove scenario, model calculations of the f
tunneling equation@Eq. ~7!# were performed, using the 2D
tight-binding band dispersion@Eq. ~6!# and thed-wave gap
function @Eq. ~5!#. Finite temperature was introduced by re
resenting the step function as a Fermi function at tempera
T. Finite quasiparticle lifetime was included by expressi
the d function as a Lorentzian of widthG. The following
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model parameters were used:t850.16t, m52.7t, D0
50.1t, G50.02t, andkBT50.002t. The band-structure pa
rameters correspond to a doping level of;15% with the
vHS exactly atm. For the transmission probabilityD(«L), a
symmetric trapezoidal barrierU(V)5U02 1

2 ueVu was as-
sumed for simplicity, with a large heightU051.5 eV to
minimize the voltage dependence. The Fermi energies w
taken to be 0.5 eV for the cuprate and 2.5 eV for the me
The in-plane Cu-O lattice parametera53.9 Å was used to
set the scale of the wave vectork. Two values for the barrier
thickness,d52.5 and 20 Å, were selected for comparison

ConductancedI/dV spectra simulating ana-axis junction
and ac-axis junction are shown respectively in Figs. 5 and
in normalized units~arbitrary vsD0 /e!. These spectra will
be described and interpreted in the following. First, t
a-axis junction spectra~Fig. 5! show heavily suppressed ga
peaks at;6D0 /e, a steep quasilinear background, asy
metry about zero bias, appreciable subgap smearing, a
small midgap conductance. The thin-junction (d52.5 Å)
case looks remarkably similar to the suppressed-peak typ
spectra shown as data in Fig. 3~Sec. III!. As discussed
above, the peak suppression and quasilinear backgroun
due to a V-shaped spectral weighting associated with bre
down of the WKB approximation near the saddle pointX
where the FS touches the BZ edge. The spectral asymm
reflects band asymmetry about the FS which is deneste
the next-nearest-neighbor interactiont8. The zero-bias con-
ductance, on the other hand, can be understood as ava

FIG. 5. Simulations of quasiparticle tunneling for ana-axis
junction in thed-wave 2D van Hove scenario:~a! for a thin junction
(d50.25 nm);~b! for a thick junction (d52.0 nm). Note the spec
tral suppression, smearing and asymmetry, which are gen
anomalies seen in the high-Tc cuprates~cf. Fig. 3!.
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states introduced by the temperature and lifetime broaden
And the subgap smearing can be attributed to an appreci
tunneling cone width which is sensitive to the barrier thic
ness (b}d) and to the local FS curvature. Decreasing t
barrier thickness effectively widens the tunneling co
~smallerb!, which explains why there is more subgap sme
ing for the thinner junction@Fig. 5~a!#. Increasing the barrier
thickness, however, tends to amplify the voltage depende
U(V) implicit in D(«L), thus accounting for the additiona
spectral slope for the thicker junction@Fig. 5~b!#. No clear
gap features show up in either case.

The c-axis junction simulations show a very differen
spectral behavior which is extremely sensitive to the bar
thickness. The thin-junction result@Fig. 6~a!# has pronounced
but broadened gap peaks at6D0 , with a very small midgap
conductance, no noticeable background slope, and ov
asymmetry favoring positive bias. This is essentially t
vHs-enhancedd-wave quasiparticle DOS we expected,
the tunneling cone flattens out with the geometry to rev
the 2D band structure transverse to the junction normal.
spectral asymmetry follows from the band structure asymm
try which shows up through the coherence factor. WK
breakdown effects do not apply here, since the longitudi
wave vectorkL does not cross the BZ edge. The thic
junction result@Fig. 6~b!#, on the other hand, shows du
peaks with considerable subgap smearing and a larger z
bias conductance. This behavior can be understood in te
of the cross-shaped FS shape, which introduces a polar-a

ric

FIG. 6. Simulations of quasiparticle tunneling for ac-axis junc-
tion in the d-wave 2D van Hove scenario:~a! for a thin junction
(d50.25 nm);~b! for a thick junction (d52.0 nm). Note the spec
tral enhancement in~a!, which is essentially the vHs-enhance
d-wave quasiparticle DOS@cf. Fig. 4~b!#.
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weighting throughkT in the transmission probabilityD(«L)

;exp(2bkT
2). SincekT is smallest along thekx56ky direc-

tion for this geometry, this weighting favors the gap nod
over the gap maxima and, for a sufficiently thick barr
~becauseb}d!, counters the vHs enhancement which h
essentially the opposite weighting. Subgap smearing
zero-bias conductance follow naturally, since the sma
gaps are more susceptible to the thermal and lifetime bro
ening. A mild spectral slope can also arise@Fig. 6~b!#, as the
larger barrier thickness enhances the voltage-dependenc
plicit in D(«L). It is important to note that these effects a
negligible for the thin barrier case, i.e.,D(«L)→1 in the
limit d→0 and the tunneling conductance essentially
comes the full quasiparticle DOS.

Another model case of interest is the ‘‘nodal’’$110% junc-
tion, i.e., with the junction normal oriented along a nod
axis of thedx22y2 order parameter. Hu and co-workers51 as
well as Tanaka and co-workers52 have considered this noda
junction and, more generally, nonantinodal junction s
narios theoretically, using the Bogliubov-deGenn
equations63 and the formalism of Blonder, Tinkham, an
Klapwijk.46 Their simulations demonstrate the existence o
midgap surface state which can give rise to a zero-bias c
ductance peak~ZBCP! in the tunneling spectra. As men
tioned in Sec. II, such spectra have been observed in
polycrystalling Hg-cuprate samples@Fig. ~2!#, as well as by
previous workers in other cuprates, particularly on$110% tun-
nel junctions.50 We will examine the appearance of th
ZBCP experimentally in a separate paper involving co
trolled in-plane junctions.54 Here it suffices to remark tha
since the nodal axis lies far away from the saddle points,
nodal-junction model of Hu and co-workers is largely un
fected by our band-structure arguments given above,
complementing the overalld-wave 2D van Hove scenario fo
quasiparticle tunneling.

It is important to note that the spectral simulations wou
be characteristically different if an isotropics-wave pairing
symmetry were assumed. In such ans-wave 2D van Hove
scenario, the absence of gap distribution would raise
sharpen the conductance peaks for thec-axis junction case
while flattening the subgap conductance for both thec-axis
and a-axis junction cases. This would lead to a more ‘‘U
shaped’’ spectral behavior, although the quasilinear ba
ground coming from thea-axis contribution would not
change significantly, as could be seen by comparing Fig
with the s-wave simulations given in Ref. 73. Furthermor
the ZBCP associated with a ‘‘nodal’’ junction in thed-wave
scenario would not appear at all in such a non-nodals-wave
scenario,51,52 regardless of the band structure.

It should also be noted that if the pairing symmetry we
a mixture ofd wave ands wave, the problem would involve
a spectral superposition of the component symmetries
pending on their relative amplitude and phase. In thed1 is
scenario withs as the minor component, for example, o
would expect thec-axis anda-axis junction cases to show
additional subgap structures associated with the sma
s-wave gap.54 For the nodal-junction case, a ZBCP structu
could still occur as long as there is a phase sign change in
order parameter,51,52 although the ZBCP would be split b
broken time reversal symmetry.50,53 These issues deserv
s
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more detailed investigation.54 Here we merely observe tha
the absence of such mixed-symmetry spectral features in
tunneling data are consistent with a predominantlyd-wave
order parameter in the Hg-cuprates at 4.2 K, although
existence of a subdominants-wave component at lower tem
peratures or in a magnetic field cannot be ruled out.50,53

VI. DATA INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION

These simulations illustrate the large variety of spec
behavior in thed-wave 2D van Hove scenario, sensitive
junction orientation, thickness and even the FS shape. T
explains the remarkable diversity of tunneling results o
served in the high-Tc cuprates. Spectral suppression asso
ated witha-axis tunneling offers a natural band-structure e
planation for the characteristic quasilinear backgrou
without the need to invoke spurious effects or esote
mechanisms. Spectral enhancement associated with tun
ing perpendicularly intotheab plane provides a critical link
between the enhanced-peak data and thed-wave 2D van
Hove scenario by allowing a full manifestation of the qua
particle DOS. Considering the spectral complexity intr
duced by the gap anisotropy and the band structure,
simple agreement with the BCS DOS would be fortuitou
And without precise control of the junction, no detailed com
parison between data and model would be possible, part
larly in the case of polycrystalline samples. For our data,
d-wave van Hove model does provide a general framew
for spectral interpretation, with the simulations reproduci
most of the generic spectral features.

Qualitatively speaking, each of the measured spe
shown in Fig. 1 can be described as a superposition of
thin-junctionc-axis model@Fig. 6~a!# and the thick-junction
a-axis model@Fig. 5~b!#. An equally weighted superpositio
of this sort is given in Fig. 7~a!, demonstrating the resem
blance to our data, particularly for Hg-1223@Fig. 1~c!#. Such
a ‘‘combined’’ junction could arise, for example, with th
STM tip being in contact with a step edge between crys
platelets which are known to be abundant in cuprate samp
It could also happen if the tip were to break through a pr
tine c-axis crystal face, allowinga-axis tunneling to contrib-
ute. The latter scenario would explain why quasilinear sp
tral backgrounds are seen on ourc-axis Hg-1212 films@Fig.
1~b!#, especially when there is tip-sample contact. Essenti
the c-axis contribution provides the enhanced gap pea
while thea-axis contribution provides the quasi linear bac
ground. Peak width and subgap smearing could be adju
through the barrier and broadening parametersd, U0 , kBT,
and G, while the spectral asymmetry and background slo
could vary according to the specific band-structure para
eterst, t8, andm. The degree of the asymmetry, for examp
would increase with increasingt8. The sense of the asym
metry, on the other hand, would change with the dop
level depending on where the vHs lies relative to the Fe
level m. This latter possibility is demonstrated by anoth
simulation of the ‘‘combined’’ junction, shown in Fig. 7~b!,
with the vHs shifted 10 meV below the Fermi level. No
that the shift has reversed the spectral asymmetry with
altering the overall spectral features.

The overall band structure picture is supported by rec
ARPES measurements on YBa2Cu3O71d ~YBCO! and
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BSCCO, which show a characteristically denested Fermi
face that doesnearly ~within ;20 meV! but not directly
cross van Hove saddle points in the band structure.19–21 In
fact, these saddle points appear to beextendedin the bottom
half of the energy band, the vHs being more singular a
asymmetric than described by the 2D tight-bindi
dispersion.75,76 For our model, thisextended-vHs scenario
would imply: ~1! stronger gap peaks forc-axis tunneling,
because of the vHs enhancement;~2! steeper peak suppres
sion and quasilinear background fora-axis tunneling, by vir-
tue of the WKB breakdown;~3! larger spectral asymmetry
because of the increased band asymmetry about the F
level. These corrections could further improve agreement
tween our data and model, assuming that the Hg cupr
have similarly extended van Hove singularities.

We complete the data interpretation by addressing a
ticeable midgap discrepancy between our data and mod
is apparent by inspection that the gap bottom is m
rounded in the data than in the model, even if a larger bro
ening parameter were used. This problem is quite distinc
the Hg-1212 data@Fig. 1~b!#, although pretty negligible for
Hg-1223 @Fig. 1~c!#. It was also apparent in our fit of th
Hg-1201 data to the vHs-enhancedd-wave DOS@Fig. 1~a!#.
A plausible reason for the discrepancy could be the effect
impurity scattering on the nodald-wave order parameter

FIG. 7. Simulations of quasiparticle tunneling for a ‘‘com
bined’’ junction in thed-wave 2D van Hove scenario, using a
equally weighted superposition of the thicka-axis @Fig. 5~b!# and
thin c-axis junction @Fig. 6~a!#: ~a! with the vHs directly at the
Fermi level;~b! with the vHs shifted 10 meV below the Fermi leve
Note that the doping level shift reverses the spectral asymm
without altering the overall spectral features.
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Near a nodal line in the Brillouin zone, states with equal b
opposite order parameter values are effectively averaged
gether by the impurity scattering.77–79 This widens the gap
nodes and increases the available states near midgap.
former implies a smaller distribution of gap values and the
fore a more rounded low-bias spectral behavior. The la
leads naturally to zero-bias conductance, obviating the n
for any smearing parameters to introduce states into the
Both effects would help to explain the midgap discrepan
between our data and model.

The overall consistency between our tunneling data
the d-wave 2D vHs model enables us to determine
d-wave gap maximaD0 for the Hg cuprates. It is clear from
our c-axis junction simulation in Fig. 6~a! that the gap peaks
coincide with 6D0 to fairly high accuracy. The vHs-
enhancedd-wave gap singularities are relatively imperviou
to displacement by energy smearing because of their s
metric shape. Even if larger smearing parameters~lifetime,
thermal, or otherwise! were introduced, thesed-wave broad-
ened singularities would not shift appreciably outward fro
6D0 . This is in contrast to the asymmetrically shap
s-wave singularities which have the asymptotic square-r
form. With little uncertainty, therefore, thed-wave energy-
gap maxima can be taken asD0'33, 50, and 75 meV, re-
spectively, for Hg-1201, Hg-1212, and Hg-1223, using t
vHs-enhancedd-wave DOS fit presented earlier@Fig. 4~b!#
as a heuristic example. These values correspond to redu
gap ratios of 2D0 /kBTC'7.9, 9.5, and 13, assuming opt
mally dopedTc values of 97, 123, and 135 K, respectivel
These 2D0 /kBTC ratios are substantially larger than the sta
dard BCS value of 3.54,86 but comparable to the large ga
values reported for YBCO and BSCCO. For example, rec
ARPES measurements on BSCCO indicate ad-wave energy
gap with D0'30 meV (2D0 /kBTC'8),80 and D0
'27 meV (2D0 /kBTC'7.2).81 Break-junction tunneling
measurements on BSCCO and YBCO82,83 indicate gap val-
ues of D0'32 meV (2D0 /kBTC'8.6) and D0'29 meV
(2D0 /kBTC'7.6), respectively.

The reduced-gap values for the Hg cuprates can be c
pared with data for other high-Tc materials. A masterplot of
2D0 /kBTC vs Tc is shown in Fig. 8. All the materials repre
sented are presumed to have optimally dopedTc’s. The STM
tunneling data for the Hg cuprates reported in this work
indicated by solid circles and underlined labels. STM tunn
ing data from previous works42,47 are indicated by open
circles. The break-junction tunneling data on BSCC
YBCO, its 60 K phase~YBCO-60 K! and La22xSrxCuO42x
~LSCO! are indicated by solid squares.82–84 The point-
contact junction data from Nd22xCexCuO42y NCCO, the
noncuprate Ba12xKxBiO3 ~BKBO! and Hg-1201 are indi-
cated by solid triangles.85,41The ARPES data for BSCCO ar
indicated by asterisks.80,81 Although a subset of all the pub
lished data, these data points are the most meaningful
cause they were taken from a selection of spectra wh
show distinct gap features. The break-junction tunneling a
ARPES data are especially reliable since these measurem
involve breaking the samplein situ, thus ensuring bulk sto-
ichiometry. Considered together, these data suggest tha
optimal doping 2D0 /kBTC tends to increase with increasin
Tc . The lowerTc materials hover just above the BCS wea
coupling limit of 3.54 and well within the conventiona

ry
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strong-coupling regime (;3.6– 5.2).86,87 The preponderance
of data points at 2D0 /kBTC'6.5– 8.5 for the higher-Tc
YBCO and BSCCO already indicates a serious deviat
from the BSC range. The Hg-cuprate data suggest
2D0 /kBTC continues, to increase with elevatedTc . A simple
linear fit is shown as the dotted curve in the masterplot
illustrate this upward trend, with the requirement that it a
proaches the BCS limit asTc→0. In essence, whateve
mechanism is responsible for enhancing the critical tempe
ture seems also to be responsible for the deviation of
reduced-gap ratio from BCS universality. This correlati
provides an important criterion for the understanding
high- Tc superconductivity.

FIG. 8. Masterplot of 2D0 /kBTc vs Tc for various high-Tc cu-
prates, including the noncuprate BKBO for comparison. All t
materials represented are presumed to have optimally dopedTc’s
The STM tunneling data for the Hg cuprates reported in this w
are indicated by solid circles and underlined labels. STM tunne
data from previous works~Refs. 42 and 47! are indicated by open
circles. The break-junction tunneling data on BSCCO, YBC
YBCO-60 K and LSCO are indicated by solid squares~Refs. 82–
84!. The point-contact junction data from NCCO, BKBO, and H
1201 are indicated by solid triangles~Refs. 41 and 85!. The ARPES
data for BSCCO are indicated by asterisks~Refs. 80 and 81!. The
plot reveals a dramatic deviation of 2D0 /kBTc from BCS univer-
sality asTc increases, as illustrated by the simple linear fit~dotted
curve! through the BCS weak-coupling limit of 3.54.
o
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o
-
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VII. SUMMARY

In summary, we have presented quasiparticle tunnel
spectra on the high-Tc superconductors
Hg1Ba2Can21CunO2n121d (n51,2,3), and shown the spec
tra to be consistent withdx22y2 order parameter symmetry in
the 2D van Hove scenario. The band structure appear
play a significant role in the tunneling: the 2D van Hov
singularity enhances the quasiparticle density-of-sta
peaks, in conjunction with broadening by the nodald-wave
gap anisotropy; the lowc-axis dispersion allows the spectra
enhancement to be manifested, by effectively flattening
the tunneling cone; the saddle points in the energy dispers
along thea axis introduce severe wave vector mismat
across the tunnel junction, resulting in a quasilinear spec
slope through breakdown of the WKB approximation; th
next-nearest-neighbor interaction in the CuO2 lattice and
doping dependence of the denested Fermi surface prod
spectral asymmetry. The symmetric shape of the vH
enhancedd-wave gap singularity makes it impervious to di
placement by energy smearing, thus allowing accurate de
mination of the d-wave energy-gap maximumD0 . The
reduced-gap ratios 2D0 /kBTc were determined to be 7.9, 9.5
and 13, respectively, for optimally doped Hg-1201, Hg-121
and Hg-1223. These values are substantially larger than
BCS weak coupling limit of 3.54. A comparison with dat
from other high-Tc cuprates indicates an overall trend o
2D0 /kBTc rising with Tc , in violation of BCS universality.
This trend suggests the large 2D0 /kBTc to be intimately re-
lated to theTc enhancement mechanism, providing anoth
key criterion for the understanding of high-Tc superconduc-
tivity, along with the 2D van Hove scenario andd-wave
order parameter symmetry.
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